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Allocating identity- versus, against, above, in spite of. The Lemko becoming
in Galicia.
In the following paper I do not attempt to tackle theoretical challenges. I was inspired
by two voices which provoke, in a certain sense, the performative dimension of my reflections
and observations concerning presence versus absence.
The first is the voice of Homi Bhabha: „For the critic must attempt to fully realize, and
take responsibility for, the unspoken, unrepresented pasts that haunt the historical present”1.
The second is a quote by Kenneth White, who is considered a founder of geopoetics:
„we are living in times of profound cultural change. And we need those, who will go further,
draw maps from scratch and show new paths.”2
As a long-term researcher of modern minority discourses in the Galician space, I have
attempted to find, among many identities whose voices are more or less audible/dominant, the
phonic pathway which has never become dominant or sufficiently significant in the
polyphony of the Galician and post-Galician area. What makes this pathway even more
interesting is that it has never disappeared and it is still searching for a textual and ritual
representation to express itself, causing astonishment, surprise, curiosity, and posing a number
of question marks.
1.Meanings and denotations
I will explore the Galician times under the slogan of „Lemko” since the mid- XIXth
century, when the becoming of identity, which later on will be clearly attributed to this
ethnonym, started to be visible and tangible in the texts, which according to my evaluation
and classification can be acknowledged as Lemko literature3.
The performative role of texts in the processual becoming of the Lemko ethnos’s identity
is not any different from most of the projects of national homelands4. Typically for an
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anthropological approach, the first to appear was the identity mirror, that is the act of noticing
a certain cultural and geographic area by romantic enthusiasts of folk communities, later
called folklorists.
Since at least XVIth century –as confirmed by educational research in Lemkivshchyna5 –
among the inhabitants of Karpathian villages, especially in the western part of the territory
later called Lemkivshchyna, a considerable percentage of peasant children were able to write
and read, and some of them were schooled in a higher education system, mainly in
seminaries, at university theological faculties, and less frequently others. As a result, in the
XIXth century there was a highly interrelated intelligentsia group, which had developed a
specific cultural model and was connected by descent, activities and sentimental attachment to
an area, which had been assigned by ethnographers and folklorists to the Lemko people6.
This group, consisting mainly of the Greek Orthodox priests, played the role of elites during a
certain stage of development of the society of „a peasant and an Orthodox priest”, acting as
national awakeners.
For a long time, Rusynness in Galicia was more a religious and cultural concept with a
mythical function, rather than an ethnic category, and it wasn’t until the mid-XIXth century
when, under the influence of many mirrors and eversions, this category was formulated as a
counter-narration in opposition to Polishness, viewed through a national lens7. During early
stages of this oppositional process of

national ascension or coming into existence, the

Rusynness, which evolved from being mostly a mythical category into a form of ethnic
discourse, played the role of ideological and cultural basis. It was important, though – as it
turned out – not fully viable, to gain narrative coherence of this discourse. The split of both
identity concepts and national programmes based on them, which took place among Galician
Rusyns, was caused by a variety of factors which are not going to be discussed here. Part of
the intelligentsia society continued to follow the conservative model of wide Rus, another part
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began to shape a radical Ukrainian programme and yet another part followed the Russophile
direction8.
Originated in the area of Lemkivshchyna, where the Rusynness, surrounded by the
Western Slavic cultures needed to be especially nurtured and essentionalized in order to
preserve its distinctiveness, the intelligentsia held on to its archaic, sacral and mythical model.
Affiliation with the party of the so called old or hard Rusyns was associated not only with the
opposition against the Polishness, but also against the sense of Eastern Ukrainity which was
developing fast in Galicia, and which was generally viewed as a separatist programme, aimed
at destroying the all-Rusyn mythical unity. When the Ukrainian programme dominated the
views of the East Galician intelligentsia (at the end of the XIX century), it was noted that the
territories of Carpathian Rus were „falling behind”. As a result, the Ukrainian national
activists began an intense „awareness” campaign, run mainly by the Orthodox Greek Catholic
Church. By the end of the XIXth century, as one of the Ukrainian authors puts it, „a deliberate
and consistent ukrainization of clergy and parishes (…) began in Lemkivshchyna”9. This
campaign, however, faced strong resistance which was quite explicitly described as the
„Russophile haze”10, and later, as a Polish intrigue. The issue, nevertheless, wasn’t that
simple. For the Ukrainian radicals (even nowadays) it would be difficult to see, and all the
more accept, the development of a new identity, based on a spatial and folkloristic marker,
which would initially be expressed via subtle geopoethic discourse, before its emergence as a
parallel ethnic programme in the beginning of the XXth century.
2. A place in topographic space as an awareness category
Space division according to groups/communities/nations who inhabit it is underpinned by
autochtonism theories together with etiological and ethnogenetic myths. It serves the purpose
of space usurpation and gives rise to its cultural/ethnic interpretations. Putting a grid of
cultural meanings over geographic space requires continuous textual negotiations, identity
validations, competition, exclusion, usurpation, etc. Textual attempts of the Lemko
community to negotiate and reflect upon identity and space, which started to gain visibility
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around the mid-XIXth century, were confronted not only with external discourses, but also –
and perhaps most of all– with their own allocations and questions revolving around the
change of the permanence field. When the Rusynness, being a strong, essential category
thanks to its mythical foundation, lost its power– which earlier gave raise to unreflective
identifications– its peripheral areas had to face the necessity of increased reflection, driven by
ambiguously directed projections and aspirations. The familiar system, with two centers (the
Polish and the Austrian one) was modified in view of a new configuration, with the Ukrainity
as the center of the southern, including Galician, Rusynness. The mythical Rusynness did not
transform into a political movement, therefore the politically radical Ukrainity was displacing
it and formulating modern national endeavors. While becoming stronger and stronger, this
political center was called into question by the peripheries, mainly thanks to their borderland
potential11.
We have, thus, come to a point, where the becoming of awareness, based on a
symbolically filled, real space must have been effectuated by interpenetration of competing,
ambivalent, compact contents and cultural trends, which took a form of locative discourse
versus, in opposition to, beyond, against all that had attempted to seize this territory using its
own system of symbols.
3. Strategies of fitting into space
The basic ambivalence, which extracted and defined the proto-Lemko discourse was the
tension between the desire to hold on to the old/permanent cultural and mental order, and the
changes in progress. The reduction of the category of Rus', its hybridization and
transformation, provoked its defenders to follow the “salvation” imperative. The idea of
Lemko Rus' encompassed sentimental, ethnographic, historical and spatial factors which were
grouped in an anti-centric configuration, obtained in a number of ways.
1. Polemical (unassigned, anti-colonial, appropriating)
2. Ironizing (distancing, contesting, abrogative)
3. Mimetic (questioning uniqueness, creating a new subject)
The third way would relate to the idea of Lemovyna, which evolved from Lemko Rus'
during the on-going process of emancipation. It emerged through the establishment of the first
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. The act of its foundation was motivated by the

distinctness of Lemkovyna from the other areas of Galician Rus'13.
I will focus here on the process of identity idea spatial allocation, ethnic space
conceptualization, creation of cultural places (places of memory14/ethnic places15) as well as
boundary formation seen as certain textual constructing and constituting strategies.
To position oneself versus-against
An important starting point for textual representation of ethnicized space were numerous
historical and geographic essays as well as linguistic descriptions16, whose development was
driven by the need to specify the particularity of one’s group, to recognize oneself v e r s u s.
Versus what?
Firstly and basically – versus other groups and their historical identity narration, within
their own counter-narration, which uses the spatial-locative factor to create the vision of
autochtonism (versus, for instance, the work by a Polish historian Wacław Aleksander
Maciejowski The original history of Poland and Lithuania, 1846 – concerning Rusyn
settlement in Muszyński and Jasielki district, which had only begun in the times of Kazimierz
the Great17). In the process of developing the Cyril- and- Methodius- mission concept among
the inhabitants of the Beskids along both sides of the Carpathian Mountains (in view of the
Babtism of Poland and the Babtism of Rus, which occurred almost a hundred years later). In
quoting/producing the founding legends of localities (especially the towns of Tylicz and
Muszyna), situated in the northern and southern parts of the Carpathian Mountains, in the
12
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Beskids. When pointing to the traces of Orthodox churches in various localities which
neighboured Ruthenian villages, where, at that time (in the XIXth century) churches could be
found18 (versus the dominant Polish legendary, historical and spatial narration).
This is how „one’s own space” is created, and through positioning itself „versus” (which
often means „against” other ethnic indicators), it bears the mark of ethnic space, according to
a basic rule of communicating differences. Its name and the name of its inhabitants is being
gradually clarified. Beginning with geographic and administrative names such as: the
Muszyna deanery, the Muszyna state, the Beskid Sądecki and Jasielski regions, as well as
terms such as „тутєйшо-гôрскiй рускiй нарôдъ Сандецкого округа”19 (the local-mountain
Rusyn people of the Sądecki district), which appear in the above-mentioned essay of Mychail
Krynycki, and ending with the ethnonym „Lemko-Rusyns”, used by Alexij Toronski (in the
essay by the same title – see footnote 21). The territory will be referred to as Lemko Rus',
Lemkivshchyna (later on Lemkovyna), as, for instance, in numerous essays by Vladimir
Khiliak20, often signed with his nickname- „Lemko”. Matwij Astriab, a history student at
Kyiv University at that time (already in 1871), consistently uses the name „Lemkos” to call
his countrymen. His work Кôлька слôвъ о лемковскôй бесђдђ21, (A few words on the Lemko
language) is a manifestation of contemporary awareness and a radical ethnic approach.
Positioning oneself versus and against is one of the simplest and the most basic strategies
of its kind. Obviously, we can use a set of tools here, a language, figures of speech, forms of
discourse and theories, taken from the ones we position ourselves versus or against. It is
enough to provide them with their own signs, meanings, symbolic systems, which often result
in creation of the negative. It is a binary and essentializing relation. It is, thus, much more
difficult to position oneself a b o v e.
To reintegrate the ethnos vertically – above
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I understand this type of ethnic space development as a necessity to build ideologically,
conceptually, above a certain ground, a core or a basis, which can be easily defined in its
visually-factual dimension, taken for granted as natural equipment and connected to the land.
This ground is usually delimited by a certain type of landscape and topography, but also the
location of villages and a specific character of the folk culture, strictly associated with living
and farming conditions. On the level of discourse, these factors are used to formulate the
categories of endemism and nativeness and have great negotiative significance, especially in
case of communities who are denied the right to have a history.
The foreign folklorists’ descriptions filled this nativeness with all the necessary
parameters to establish terra nostra. These parameters were ready to be used in one’s own
narration, in accordance with a well-known rhetoric, found in the romantic repertoire of
„national repository”. One should bear in mind, though, that what was appealing to the
nobility– because it was seen from a privileged position in the upper reaches of society, with
all its historical and mental supply of a „natural” class distance– was a much more complex
process for a member of intelligentsia who was moving up the social ladder. He had to
explore and narratively confirm this foundation as his own identity capital, (or symbolic
capital, as put by Bordieu) and he needed to seal up the fissures, perform reevaluations and
overcome a series of aporias and ambiguities.
As representatives of the Galician-Rusyn intelligentsia (which was the only coherent selfdefinition during the Galician period), they could take part in a wider „we”, external to
Polishness, which generally did not cause ambivalence, was simple to label and to support a
we/they division22. However, the exteriority in relations to Ukrainity demanded much
narrowing down, or, to put it more graphically, sharpening the „we” category.
The idea of wide Rus' or all- Rus' could not be the basis for excluding the Ukrainity,
because it originated in Rusynnes and referred to it. Sharpening of ones’ own identity
references could occur only on the basis of a core, which, by the right of
ownership/exclusivity, would exclude the others from the ownership. Nevertheless, in relation
to this core, this folk and rural cultural base, a member of the Galician-Rusyn intelligentsia –
even if he originated from the area which was delineated by it – still located himself on the
outside.
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This is where the ideological construction of „above” began. The XIXth century Lemko
literary texts attest to discursive difficulty of the integration into a symbolic „we” –which
would have an oppositional power in relation to already shaped, and more or less powerful
subjectivities – this, what could constitute the essence of identity, through an appropriate
interpretation, sign attribution, and ethnical meaning. We observe the next steps, which could
be defined as a strategy to reduce the foreignness.
Aleksij Toronsky’s famous essay Русины-Лємкы reflects the game of acknowledgement,
played to determine who these Lemko people – native of the Beskids, living in an admirable
way, creating a specific, rich culture – are in relation to „us” (the Galician- Rusyn
intelligentsia). They get to be denominated „народъ по вђрђ, обычаямъ и бесђдђ намъ
соплємнный, о которомъ мы однакъ вєсьма мало знаємъ”23 („the people who are our
fellow tribesmen in faith, customs and speech, but of whom we know very little about”). The
whole essay is characterized by a number of classification ambivalences. They are alike all
the other Rusyns: „Лемки, якъ весь народъ рускїй, суть весьма пђвчїи”24 („The Lemkos,
alike the whole Rusyn nation, have a gift for music) but their language is a „spoiled Rusyn
speech” („Беседа Лемкôвъ єсть испорчена руска”)25. On the other hand, they differ from
the other Rusyn groups, they appear as a separate people „Лемки, оуже якъ горняки,
должны своимъ короткимъ, легкимъ одђнїєм отъ Подолянъ розличатися; но они отъ
прочихъ горнякôвъ одеждою розличают ся”26 (The Lemkos, as mountain people, should
differ from the inhabitants of Podole because of their short, light clothing, but their clothes
make them stand out even among other mountain peoples).
Toronsky wrote about the Lemkos with a great deal of affection and admiration for their
individual and social character traits, claiming that he had lived the happiest moments among
them and emphasizing that „и она малая вђтвъ народа руского не чуждавшаяся никогда
своего корєня, оуваженїя достойна”27 (This small branch of the Rusyn nation, which has
never renounced its roots, is also noteworthy). Nevertheless, his thesis concerning a
worse/spoiled Rusynnes of the Lemko people became the basis for the evaluation of his essay.
The hybridity, which characterized the culture of Lemkos, and which gave rise to
Toronsky’s thesis, was gradually increasing and generating concepts of „spoiled language and
culture”, confronted with an imaginary model of „pure”, central Rusynnes. The biographicemotional declaration of the author-narrator changed the configuration of these distances and
23
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judgments, as the textual representation drew closer to the folk core. The essay Кôлька слôвъ
о лемковскôй бесђдђ, written as a polemic against Tornsky’s theses, is still based on a
distance between a member of intelligentsia (the one who put on leg pants, dresses) and a
peasant (a ploughman). This critique, however, weakens the position of the former for the
benefit of the latter. The echoes of the Narodnik Movement, the peasant mania tell Astriab to
see and declare the Rusyn nativeness instantaneously, here, where „locals/our people/Rusyns”
live:
It seems to me that we, who wear dresses, should value our peasant ploughmen more than we do: we
shouldn’t disgrace them for their customs and language, instead, we should be grateful to them for, although
they have always worked more for others than for themselves, they have never forgotten their fathers’
thatched roofs and their mother tongue, they kept on doing their work well and honestly, they were good and
honest Rusyns and they have never disgraced their good and honest Rusyn name28.

Toronsky’s questioning of the quality of the most significant (as it was believed by the
XIXth century national homeland’s constructors, who followed Herder’s line of thought)
expression of the national spirit –the language– gained axiological hyperbolization. It is
noteworthy that, when confronted with the already acknowledged Rusyn languages –the
lesser – and the greater Rusyn, the Lemko besida (speech, language) has an independent
status with a surplus of antiquity, hence, with primordiality and long-lastingness – the
qualities which are so important for cultural evaluation.
Reducing distance between a member of intelligentsia and a peasant moves on to the next
stages in the autobiographical texts of Mykolai Malyniak, an author who came from a poor,
peasant family from Kamianna. He reminisces about his childhood, spent in a poor peasant
hut, and all the other consequences of his peasant descent, in a very open and direct way. He
points out that the best days of his life were spent in this hut, and that his suffering began
when he went to school, where he was mocked and humiliated because of his origins. Not
only does he criticize the intelligentsia, and especially clergy, but also the religious
institutions as well as morality, injustice and hypocrisy of the high church officials.
As a result of these textual approximations, there are two parallel terms in the ethnonymic
nomenclature: Rusyn (Galician) and Lemko. Both of them can refer to a member of
intelligentsia as well as a peasant. The territory defined in texts as the Lemko
Rus/Lemkivshchyna is realistically filled by a society composed by peasants, a clergy man
and his family, a deacon, a teacher-deacon or a teacher, an innkeeper (usually a Jew) and a
few Gypsy families. It is structured and bound by community ties and it recognizes itself in a
specific symbolic universe. Such space – resulting from a vertical identity construction, taking
27
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place above the ground – appears especially clearly, marked symptomatically by the ethnic
places’ specificity, in the novels of Vladymir Chylak, Aleksij Toronsky, Petro Polanski.
To get one’s own way– allocating against
Perhaps the most symptomatic and successively significant, is the way to allocate identity,
a g a i n s t, which by its own semantics, communicates that something has violated the
existing order and that it has occurred regardless of, and paying no attention to the status quo,
in spite of something. The impetus of the binary counterstrike (easy to weaken by the selfevidence of the ability to master the borrowed tools), inner consolidation and ethnic space
construction are necessary and essentializing steps. These steps, however, were not decisive in
determining audibility/non-audibility, endurance, continuity and a singular persistence of the
Lemko voice. This peculiar evasive discourse– resulting from, and influencing the process of
allocating against– creates a weak and strained, but persistent and lasting modality which will
be the basis for the Lemko ethos of endurance dominating this community’s literature. As
pointed out very clearly by Homi Bhabha, hybridity has a significant strategic potential.
Hybridity represents that ambivalent ‘turn’ of the discriminated subject into the terrifying, exorbitant object
of paranoid classification – a disturbing questioning of the images and presences of authority29.

In this strategy, which I consequently define as allocating against, the hybridity allows for
a colonized subject to obtain „self-knowledge, including his own status in the colonialist
process”30. The XIXth century Lemko writers, and especially, the most prominent one among
them Vladimir Khiliak, participated „humbly” in the game of domination markings, in order
to shift the meanings to create ruptures, allowing laughter, irony and sometimes mockery to
sneak in easily. They did so with great awareness which entailed potential for parody.
Let us quote here a characteristic excerpt from Khiliak’s narration, which attempts to
allocate the representation of Lemkoness (apparently ethnographic or spatial– that is the one
which is acceptable) in the field of Ukrainity-dominated Rusynnes. Nevertheless, through
identity reflection, it gains the value of an ethnic place. The essay Свадебныи звычаи у
Лемковъ (The wedding customs of Lemkos) is an excellent example. Already at the
beginning, the author accuses himself of being tacky because of documenting and publishing
such poor quality materials, as the above mentioned wedding customs of the Lemkos.
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Persuaded by a friend, he decides to publish them after all, even though he realizes that they
lack the dramatic quality of the weddings by the Bug river, the poetic atmosphere, cherished
by „the daughters of Ukraine”, that not only does the Lemko folk genius despise the rules of
poetics, but it is forced to borrow rhythm and expressions from the neighbouring Slovak
people, and that the Beskid speech sounds ugly and unpleasant because of the accent as well
as incorrect grammatical structure.
The author falls in with dominant, derogatory opinions which consistently view the
Lemko space as worse:
I also know that, because of the above mentioned flaws, reading „The wedding customs of Lemkos”
will be extremely difficult, but I have already prepared myself to face all possible criticism and signs of
discontent with stolid indifference31.

It is a perfect illustration of the „against”. Against poor quality I still introduce my
subjectivity into the very discourse which attempts to exclude it as inferior. Khiliak can be
considered as a master of this game of mimicry, simulation, and hence, the shifting of
meanings. The goal is to question the authority which is seemingly acknowledged, but the act
of fissural ironizing frees the subordinate from its power, and hence, opens the possibility to
become independently or to become „against”.
The Lemko world from Khiliak’s work is a world of humiliation paradox, which has a
value of elevation. It is its weakness and its power. One cannot question, negate or enslave a
world which adjusts to these positions itself, that is, becomes

hybrid (ambivalent/self-

contradicting) and thereby free of its own will. A quote, this time from the number one
position from the canon of Lemko classics - Gallows hill (Шыбеничний Верхъ32). In an
introduction, the author/narrator talks with the reader (a member of the Galician-Russian
intelligentsia, characterized by a „higher taste”, situated somewhere in the „Podolian
marshes”) and falls in with his taste and evaluation:
“You, dear reader, have surely not been to the Beskid land. It does not surprise me, because if this
corner of the Rusyn land was exceptional for its outstanding natural beauty and remarkable
environmental peculiarities, it would certainly not hide from the leer of a gloomy Englishman – and
you, while reading a panegyric in a foreign journal, would not resist to pay homage to the natureembellished Rusyn land, along with other foreigners. Unfortunately, it is not so.
Poor Lemkovyna cannot offer anything appealing that could lure a tourist. The area is trivial, with
mountains and forests, forests and mountains everywhere, all looking alike. And the villages, situated in
between, are indistinguishable. The same cottages everywhere scattered along the stream, small,
wooden Orthodox churches with three domes, flat soil, thin oat, poor looking potatoes, sparse
31
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meadows…You can understand dear reader, that it is awfully boring to travel such a land alone and I’d
be happy to have a companion. Therefore, please don’t hold it against me, my most esteemed reader, if I
humbly invite you to accompany me on this journey”33.

Once more, against all said, or repeated after the dominant discourse, the author/narrator
draws this discourse (thinking with a right to be voiced) into the world which is undoubtedly
his, and which, after such introduction – causing (self) mediocrity and (self) degradation –can
face any „haughtiness” without any consequences and without causing concerns about
forcible destruction. Thus, the abolished authority frees the space from the usurpation,
domination of the outer center.
Other textual strategies of becoming against, are used by Petro Polanski, especially in his
Carpathian short stories (Карпатскіи Новелли34). His short stories can be considered an
exemplary fulfillment of the postcolonial demand to abolish the colonizer’s dominance, which
should avoid ostentatious slogans, use simple categories, explanatory myths and explicit
historical narrations35. Translated into a few Western European languages, Polanski’s Short
stories describe the Carpathian cultural space as embedded in a peculiar ahistoricism,
timelessness, without the use of ethnic, ethnographic, national terms. Such an approach makes
it impossible to question this unclassified space. The only spatially-cultural term used is the
term „Carpathian” which also means native to the author:
„By handing over to the reader these short stories depicting the life of the Carpathian nation, I, who was
born in the Carpathians, must stress one phenomenon, which has always remained desirable, namely the fact that
this nation has preserved up until now a charm of its still intact typical distinctiveness, unlike the nationalist
typicality which is disappearing among other nations, while still taking the nation-related thread, or any of its
layers, as the most significant basis for the short-story writing. To this nation, I dedicate the novellas and
novelettes comprised consecutively within these two volumes”36.

Ivan Franko, in his attempt to question the voice which expresses the community self in a
non- classificatory way, has written the following about Polansky
„His ignorance in regard to the Carpathians, their towns and inhabitants is phenomenal, as he hilariously
blends Lemko, Hugarian and Romanian elements together, while depicting e.g a Hutsul village” 37.
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Paradoxically, this allegation refers to the fact that the novellas lack elements which make
such questioning possible.

4. New maps?
To sum up, I would like to ask whether the Lemko narration, noticeable in literary
discourse, can be considered to be „the unspoken, unrepresented pasts that haunt the historical
present?”
I think that, in regard to this fundamental issue, the hybridity thesis can be played out
well. The Lemko discourse which is inherently hybrid, has not been/is not a silence or a lack
of representation. It has had its representative continuity since the mid-XIXth century up until
now. Nevertheless, it was/is inaudible to a large extent. This hybridity, escaping the power of
the dominant voices, at the same time evoked the inability to hear what has not been qualified
properly. It takes sensitive ears to capture sounds which are located beyond the acknowledged
register of meanings, ears tuned to polyphony. The meeting of these ears with the Lemko
„against” may result in „drawing new maps”, not geopolitical, but the geopoetic ones of
course.
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